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WINDOWS EMBEDDED 8.1 INDUSTRY
LOCKDOWN FEATURE WINDOWS 10 FEATURE CHANGES

N/A

Unified Write Filter

Keyboard Filter

Shell Launcher

Assigned Access

Applies to

Windows 10

Many of the lockdown features available in Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry have been modified in some form for
Windows 10. This table maps Windows Embedded Industry 8.1 features to Windows 10 Enterprise features, along
with links to documentation.

Hibernate Once/Resume Many
(HORM): Quick boot to device

HORM is supported in Windows 10,
version 1607 and later.

Unified Write Filter: protect a
device's physical storage media

The Unified Write Filter is continued
in Windows 10.

Keyboard Filter: block hotkeys and
other key combinations

Keyboard filter is added in Windows
10, version 1511. As in Windows
Embedded Industry 8.1, Keyboard
Filter is an optional component that
can be turned on via Turn
Windows Features On/Off.
Keyboard Filter (in addition to the
WMI configuration previously
available) will be configurable
through Windows Imaging and
Configuration Designer (ICD) in the
SMISettings path.

Shell Launcher: launch a Classic
Windows application on sign-on

Shell Launcher continues in
Windows 10. It is now configurable
in Windows ICD under the
SMISettings category.

Learn how to use Shell Launcher to
create a kiosk device that runs a
Classic Windows application.

Application Launcher: launch a
Universal Windows Platform (UWP)
app on sign-on

The Windows 8 Application
Launcher has been consolidated
into Assigned Access. Application
Launcher enabled launching a
Windows 8 app and holding focus
on that app. Assigned Access offers
a more robust solution for ensuring
that apps retain focus.

https://github.com/Microsoft/windows-itpro-docs/blob/master/windows/configuration/lockdown-features-windows-10.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626758
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626757
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/mt572001.aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626761
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=708391
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626676
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=618603
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626922
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626675
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626608


AppLocker

Mobile device management (MDM) and
Group Policy

Windows Imaging and Configuration
Designer (ICD)
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Dialog Filter: suppress system
dialogs and control which processes
can run

Dialog Filter has been deprecated
for Windows 10. Dialog Filter
provided two capabilities; the ability
to control which processes were
able to run, and the ability to
prevent dialogs (in practice, system
dialogs) from appearing.

Control over which
processes are able to run
will now be provided by
AppLocker.

System dialogs in Windows
10 have been replaced with
system toasts. To see more
on blocking system toasts,
see Toast Notification Filter
below.

Toast Notification Filter: suppress
toast notifications

Toast Notification Filter has been
replaced by MDM and Group Policy
settings for blocking the individual
components of non-critical system
toasts that may appear. For
example, to prevent a toast from
appearing when a USB drive is
connected, ensure that USB
connections have been blocked
using the USB-related policies, and
turn off notifications from apps.

Group Policy: User Configuration
> Administrative Templates >
Start Menu and Taskbar >
Notifications

MDM policy name may vary
depending on your MDM service.
In Microsoft Intune, use Allow
action center notifications and a
custom OMA-URI setting for
AboveLock/AllowActionCenterN
otifications.

Embedded Lockdown Manager:
configure lockdown features

The Embedded Lockdown Manager
has been deprecated for Windows
10 and replaced by the Windows
ICD. Windows ICD is the
consolidated tool for Windows
imaging and provisioning scenarios
and enables configuration of all
Windows settings, including the
lockdown features previously
configurable through Embedded
Lockdown Manager.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626762
https://docs.microsoft.com/windows/device-security/applocker/applocker-overview
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626673
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkID=616317
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626763
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkID=525483


MDM and Group Policy

Assigned Access

MDM and Group Policy

Embedded Logon
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USB Filter: restrict USB devices and
peripherals on system

The USB Filter driver has been
replaced by MDM and Group Policy
settings for blocking the connection
of USB devices.

Group Policy: Computer
Configuration > Administrative
Templates > System > Device
Installation > Device Installation
Restrictions

MDM policy name may vary
depending on your MDM service.
In Microsoft Intune, use Allow
removable storage or Allow USB
connection (Windows 10 Mobile
only).

Assigned Access: launch a UWP app
on sign-in and lock access to
system

Assigned Access has undergone
significant improvement for
Windows 10. In Windows 8.1,
Assigned Access blocked system
hotkeys and edge gestures, and
non-critical system notifications,
but it also applied some of these
limitations to other accounts on the
device.

In Windows 10, Assigned Access no
longer affects accounts other than
the one being locked down.
Assigned Access now restricts
access to other apps or system
components by locking the device
when the selected user account
logs in and launching the
designated app above the lock
screen, ensuring that no
unintended functionality can be
accessed.

Learn how to use Assigned Access
to create a kiosk device that runs a
Universal Windows app.

Gesture Filter: block swipes from
top, left, and right edges of screen

In Windows 8.1, gestures provided
the ability to close an app, to switch
apps, and to reach the Charms. In
Windows 10, Charms have been
removed. In Windows 10, version
1607, you can block swipes using
the Allow edge swipe policy.

Custom Logon: suppress Windows
UI elements during Windows sign-
on, sign-off, and shutdown

No changes. Applies only to
Windows 10 Enterprise and
Windows 10 Education.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626674
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkID=613653
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626608
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626922
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626672
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/dn904962(v=vs.85).aspx#LockDown_AllowEdgeSwipe
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626759
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626760


Unbranded Boot
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Unbranded Boot: custom brand a
device by removing or replacing
Windows boot UI elements

No changes. Applies only to
Windows 10 Enterprise and
Windows 10 Education.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626872
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=626873

